Dashboards
To maintain a competitive edge, it is vital to have easy access to business data in a format that will
help you make the right decisions, manage performance and drive results. Opera II Dashboards
provide a visual representation of key business information in real time through a wide range of
formats defined by the user, with powerful drilldowns to underlying data. This makes it possible to
easily identify trends and issues and take immediate action.

Monitor your KPIs from your desktop

A customised Dashboard for each role
Opera II Dashboards help users, from executives to operational staff, to make more informed
decisions. Each operator can define their own individual dashboard, from a choice of up to 50
out-of-the-box charts, to suit their role and responsibility. The charts help track relevant critical
information for areas such as sales performance, financial key performance indicators or stock
levels; whatever your role, you can have your own dashboard designed to fit the way you see the
business.

Dynamic and interactive
The Dashboards are linked to Opera II data in real time so that the information displayed is up to
date. They also offer the ability to drill down to underlying data, right through to the document
image, such as an individual invoice. In addition to this, information within charts and graphs can
be filtered to create a dashboard to suit the needs of individual users.
And if you require further data manipulation, information from individual dashboards can be
instantly exported to an Excel spreadsheet without the need to cut and paste.

Safe and secure
The Dashboards use standard Opera II security settings for access rights and can be distributed through a
standard internet browser. This means that remote users can access their critical data wherever they are and
take any action necessary from the information received.

Opera II Dashboards Manager
Create your own dashboards and charts tailored to the unique responsibilities of each user with the Opera II
Dashboards Manager. New dashboard charts are easy to build, using a Reporter-style interface. The Dashboards
Manager also allows users to copy any of the pre-defined dashboard charts and modify them according to their
business requirements.

Key features


Build multiple dashboards tailored to the needs of each user



Choose from 47 pre-defined dashboard charts



Select from a wide range of chart styles



Create and publish dashboard charts with the Opera II
Dashboards Manager



Real-time settings for up-to-date financial and business
information



Drill down from the chart to underlying data



Access via a standard web browser



Export data into an Excel spreadsheet



Configure a chart to link to a website, another chart or a
separate dashboard



Create a custom dashboard to only display items for a particular user or group of users



Construct your own colour-coded alert system, which is meaningful to you

Key benefits
With Opera II Dashboards you can monitor your business to ensure that you are performing at a level that will
allow you to achieve your objectives. When a key performance indicator under-performs, you can quickly see it's
happening, drill down to the cause and take action.


Easy to use and intuitive



Promotes improved business insight for more informed decision-making



Automatically updated so the data is always current



Detailed, accurate reports quickly



Remote access so users can view KPIs when away from the office



Proactively identify issues and take action



Display the data in the best format for you
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